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Hubbard Squash: A Landrace* Project
*A local cultivated variety that has been improved
by traditional agricultural methods.

To Seed Pal participants
This is an invitation to work
on a native seed initiative
and cultivate historic
Hubbard-variety squash
seeds. The planting of seeds
is a lease between you and
the continuation of food
security. It is requested that
participants document
with photographs the process throughout the season. The
documentation will then become information used in a art
installation, the culminating event, of an art residency at the
Santa Fe Art Institute. It is a wish that you continue this gift
of spreading the heritage seed as you cultivate your squash,
you are encouraged to think about how you will integrate
your fruits within your community. Will it become a component of a meal or will you simply pass them on?

The Stor y of the Seed
The Story of the Seed
Over a decade ago the late Jose Lebya of Ojo Sarco,
New Mexico passed on a few Hubbard variety squash
seed(Cucurbita maxima) to farmers in Las Trampas, NM, to
reproduce their own. These seed continued to produce the
most desirable squash. The growers selected the squash
based on color (solid pink & solid blue), density size, and
crown-disk shape. The results produced some surprises
within the next crop generation.
This Hubbard seed strain is a landrace winter squash
specific to Northern New Mexico, tracing back to the
Native Americans and Spanish. It is an open pollinated,
indigenous seed grown for subsistence and adaptability.
Varieties of winter squash were associated with the three
sisters crops: corn, beans and squash. The Spanish called it
“Calabasa Mexicana”. They cooked the squash by building
a fire in a pit and burying the squash in the dirt. Later, it
was sliced, dried, and often used in trade and commerce
with the Native Americans.

Collaboration
Throughout the growing process of the squash,
documentation is a key component of the outcome of the project thereby, creating a context to
observe our environmental subtleties. In addition
to the images you take, collect a soil and water
sample, plant remnants sample (leaves, stem or
squash), and seeds from your crop. This is a confluence between many hands using similar facets
in assorted environments.

A list of photos to take for documentation:
• photo of site for growing squash: first one
before planting or just after planting the seeds
• plant emergence, detail, & overall site
• canopy development
• runners, flowers, detail, & overall site
• early fruit set, detail, & overall site
• late fruit set
• mature on vine, detail, & overall site
• harvest
• crop curing (out of field)
• squash final destination

Write, a description of who you are, where you are

farming, and what type of soil you have. What are
your impressions on food security? What do you plan
to do with your squash and its seeds? Describe what your
experience with your crop & reflections on the process.

How to Grow

Plant : 1 -2 weeks after last frost mid to late May.
Harvest: Before frost, early to mid September
Harvest Criteria:
Size: 6” in diameter to 18” in diameter
Weight: 2lbs.-20lbs.
Rind Color: solid pink, solid light sage green, and a
variation of these colors
Flesh Color: brilliant orange
How to Harvest: Cut through the stem. This aids in
the curing of the stem, verses cutting from the vine.
Cure:10-14 days in the sun belly up (side that was on
the ground) This adds flavor and aids in storage.
Store in dry place with temperature range of 50-60°F.
Fruits store for 9-12 months post harvest

Where Art and
Agriculture Meet

The Scope
Working the land and growing food is an “Earthwork”
and Land art. The process of farming is ephemeral and
multi-faceted. Land is shaped and configured by nature,
mechanics, and human hands. The design or layout of
fields becomes a visual experience that is always changing,
never static. “Farmscapes” are therefore visual landscapes
that sustain the spirit, while functioning as dynamic
operations that sustain communities by providing food
and sustenance, the convergence of Art and Agriculture.
The focus lies in how communities explore this concept in
both the visual and functional level with a sensitivity to
open space, visual currency, and food output.

A r t a nd Fa r m i n g
Start with a Seed
This Hubbard-variety seed is now an example of social
commitment: a dedicated relationship between the farm
site, seed, land (a source), farmers, and the ever-increasing
community population. Providing an opportunity for
others to bring food to their expanding communities
encourages a form of food justice. These relationships
become an extension of a personal art practice because
working with the ideas of social dynamics has influenced
the materials used in the art studio. Being involved in
growing food and distributing it locally, enables this process
to grow exponentially within other communities.

Thank you for being a part of

the first generation of this project.
It is time to broadcast!

